
 

THE OBJECTIVES: FOR PASSION, AND FOR FUTURE PROFESSIONALS 

Tea is about sharing knowledge and flavours, and a6er ten years since the beginning of our 
journey, first as tea travellers and then as producers, we want to give a solid structure to our 
words: we want to train the future European professionals, educated and knowledgeable people, 
provided with the most suitable tools to build the industry of refined teas. 
We will follow the teachings and programs of the Chinese Tea Academy, officially recognised by 
the Chinese Government at a na=onal level, which will issue an exclusive cerBficate to those who 
complete the course and pass the exam. We will keep both the cornerstones of the Official School 
and those of Eastern Leaves: sharing, conversaBon, seriousness in teaching, and only top-quality 
teas. Furthermore, for each lesson we will add some Chinese language basics to allow you to get a 
grasp of the cultural root of tea through its original character.

LEARNING ABOUT CHINESE TEAS:  
XIAOYE AND DAYE LEVEL COURSE

With government cer.ficate MOHRSS 

OUR METHOD 

The course is limited in number so that all students can sit at the same tea table, whether physical 
or virtual. We cannot disregard an elementary linguisBc basis, that will be fundamental to travel 
and study with complete independence.  
You will find the same format as our online seminars, and we invite you to contact us as soon as 
possible, expressing your interest in this official course, so as to reserve a place for you. Where 
possible, we will request a first individual meeBng, to learn to understand each other, thus starBng 
the conversaBon that will accompany us throughout the course. We will use Zoom, creaBng a 
virtual tearoom where we will share a presentaBon with text and photos, and we will make 
extensive use of the online chat to take note of the most important concepts.  
In addiBon to Vivian's voice, you will have the support of Lorenzo throughout the whole session, 
and then during the week to follow your study. We will send the tea samples directly to your 
home, and we will infuse them together during our lessons.



 

THE TEACHER 

Vivian Zhang is a tea master who graduated at the highest level from the Chinese Tea Academy, 
a6er aZending courses in Beijing and compleBng her specializaBon in Kunming. She also became a 
tea producer a@er founding her company, Eastern Leaves, on Mount Nannuo in Yunnan.  
Over the years, she has added the various degrees of the official training on tea – from the 
ceremony to the culBvaBon – to her liberal educaBon in Ancient Chinese Literature.  
In 2016 she graduated with a Master degree in Food and Beverage Management, at Bocconi 
University in Milan.  
Together with Eastern Leaves, she divides her life between the mountains of Yunnan, and our 
studio and showroom in Milan, where she shares her experiences and the tea leaves she brings 
from her travels.

THE CERTIFICATE 

Upon passing the exam at the end of the Daye - second level course, a cerBficate in “Chinese 
Tea ArBst or Taster and Connoisseur”, legally registered with the Chinese FederaBon, will be 
issued by MTC, Major Technical CerBficate for Supply and MarkeBng CooperaBves of People’s 
Republic of China.  
Students in possession of said cerBficate are able to judge and accurately describe teas with 
respect to their own terroir, to brew tea as a professional, to trace the producBon techniques, 
and finally to understand and acBvely parBcipate to market quotaBons.



 

SCHEDULE AND FORMAT 
 
The first semester of 2021 is rich of new ediBons of our courses, plus some news we are very 
excited about. We start with our latest course, called "Tea Seed", or Chazi, that is meant to be as 
our best introducBon to Chinese teas and especially their brewing technique. It lasts for 5 lessons, 
during which we learn how to brew properly Chinese teas and we will discuss thoroughly tools, 
environment, and ceramics produciton districts, beside drinking together 25 teas. The next ediBon 
of Tea Seed - Chazi in english language is cheduled to start on April 17th. 
On April 18th and 25th we are going to hold a masterclass on Wuyishan teas, that we have long 
awaited for. 
Our Daye - Bigleaf course is scheduled to start on April 21th 2021, while the Xiaoye - Small Leaf 
course on May 4th 2021. The classes are held online, and all the teas shipped to your home, 
wherever you are. We will use audio / video, and offer digital or paper study material, and we will 
share a presentaBon with words and photos with your private screens. Beside Vivian, the teacher, 
we always have another one or two people reply your quesBons a6er course and collect your 
homework. 
A6er each class we share our presentaBons for self study, and some audio files to help you to 
review the most important words and their pronunciaBon. During the week we are always 
available to support you through your individual study both on teas and language. 

PRICES 

The Xiaoye - first level course, with 9 lessons + 1 Exam, costs € 1,150, including the final test/ 
shipment tea to your place/ study materials.  
Passing the final exam enBtles you to parBcipate in the second level course, which is divided into 10 
lessons, and prepares students for the Chinese tea connoisseur and taster official exam -issued by 
the Chinese Tea Academy, Kunming headquarters.  
The Daye - second level course costs € 1,350, the exam (opBonal) which gives access to the official 
cerBficaBon costs € 280. 

DISCOUNTS AND BENEFITS 

All our students can benefit, for the duraBon of 12 months from the date of enrollment, of 10% 
discount on all our events and seminars, whether online or live, because we believe in the 
importance of the exchange of ideas, which should always be alive and not limited in Bme. 
We will occasionally offer other special benefits for our students, to support our group of alumni 
over =me. 
Finally, each parBcipant will have the opportunity of visiBng our tearoom in Milan with a special 
person, for a tas=ng tour offered by us at the end of the course. 

https://easternleaves.com/products/tea-seeds-chinese-tea-course
https://easternleaves.com/collections/events/products/yancha-a-wuyishan-tea-master-course?variant=39303443906640
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XIAOYE LEVEL COURSE, 

CHINESE TEA CULTURE, LANGUAGE AND TERROIR

MODULE LESSON CONTENT LANGUAGE 
RUDIMENTS

1 Introduction to Chinese tea

4 period of tea developments, what 
made tea become important beverage 
nowadays. Following the history of tea in 
China: from its origins to today's debate.

Alphabet: 
pronunciation 
#1;

2 Geography of tea in China:

Trees and Climate

The main production areas according to 
a historical perspective; we will talk 
about terroirs: civilizations, communities, 
eras, and productive districts.

Alphabet: 
pronunciation 
#1;

basic 
sentences

3
Emperors, powerful people, 
economics impacted tea in 
different dynasties.

Who are the most important people in 
Tang, Song  and Ming dynasty and how 
they impact tea. What made us to have 
so many kinds of tea today. 

Alphabet: 
pronunciation 
#3; basic 
sentences; 
teaware

4 Knowing and processing the 
leaves: white teas

Historical perspective, production, 
maturation and conservation 
techniques, basic infusion and tasting 
techniques for each category of tea.

The names of 
the teas

5 Knowing and processing the 
leaves: green and yellow teas

Pronunciation 
of the 6 
categories of 
tea

6

Knowing and processing the 
leaves: Wulong teas, Wuyishan 
teas and Dancong from 
Guangdong

The colours of 
leaves and 
infusions

7 Knowing and processing the 
leaves: red teas

Describing the 
flavours and 
sensations 
related to tea

8
Knowing and processing the 
leaves: dark and fermented 
teas 

Daily 
vocabulary

9 Pure teas, blends, and scented 
teas in Chinese tradition

Terroir blends and scented teas 
throughout Chinese history and in 
modern society.

Refresher

10                                                                Exam



 

DAYE LEVEL COURSE,

PROFESSIONAL CHINESE TEA EVALUATION

DATE LESSON CONTENT LANGUAGE RUDIMENTS

1 Basic rules of 
professional tasting.

How to judge the quality of tea using 
sight, touch, smell, and taste. The 
tools we need to use and tasting 
rules we need to follow.

Teaware 

2 Environment and tea trees

Package and storage.

Evaluation processing.

Tea origins and how developed to 
other tea areas. 

Tea chemicals. 

The categories of tea

3 The eight elements to 
judge tea

Soil and temporeture.

Why tea soup can be yellow/  red or 
brown?

Tea and tea polyphenol, and amino 
acid. 

Different tea  categories with differnt 
cultivars.   

The eight elements

4 In depth: green teas  

 

 

In depth tasting with different 
brewing methods: complete 
understanding and description of all 
tea categories.

 

 

Names, geography, and 
characters for each 
corresponding category

Refresher

5 In depth: flower teas

6 In depth: pu’er teas

7 In depth: white teas

8 In depth: red teas

9 In depth: wulong and dark 
teas

10 Yellow tea and review

Exam


